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Lynn Mulherin is a pioneering technology executive as a small business entrepreneur with an
accomplished background in higher education at a global online university and a state
education regulatory body. Lynn leverages the power of technology and people to deliver and
scale groundbreaking solutions that are accessible and inclusive.
Lynn’s inventive mindset and her enthusiasm for impacting people through technology led her to
create and launch a free, safe, and private online platform that provides a way for people to
virtually celebrate graduations, careers, weddings and other milestones. Pearls of Wisdom™ was
awarded Best of Weddings 2021 and Best of Weddings 2020 by The Knot, a leading multi-platform
wedding event planning resource, and was featured as a graduation tool by Mary Baldwin University
for the unprecedented Class of 2020.
Among her recent speaking engagements, Lynn made a guest appearance in 2020 on SOLutions,
an Education Technology podcast. Lynn created and hosted a webinar on “Leveraging
Technology in a Digital Economy” for Mary Baldwin University’s Inaugural Webinar Series in
2020. In 2020 and 2019, Lynn was Keynote Speaker for Herzing University’s Orlando
commencement.
Additionally, Lynn was invited by StartEd in 2020 to be a mentor for start-up founders in the
Education Technology industry. She also authored “Inline with Online: A Crash Course in
Powering Up Online Courses” in March 2020 to aid institutions in the abrupt adoption of the
online modality during COVID-19, which was circulated by the Florida Association of
Postsecondary Schools and Colleges to its member schools.
Lynn holds a Master of Arts in Organizational Management from University of Phoenix. She
completed a Bachelor of Arts in English from Fairleigh Dickinson University’s Wroxton College in
England.
A native of Virginia, Lynn resides in Florida and enjoys spending time with loved ones, traveling
for pleasure, and participating in barre fitness and golf.

